Cloud-Native Mobile Application Case Study
SenecaGlobal’s client, In-telligent, utilizes a sophisticated API framework within AWS to
bring its emergency communications technology to new communities.
The most recent addition to In-telligent’s suite of applications is BuzzBell, a communications
service which allows users to be sure their loved ones receive critical messaging, despite
do-not-disturb settings
About the Client:
In-telligent is an emergency alert technology platform that is
designed to keep people more informed and safer during
emergency and time-sensitive events. The platform guarantees
quick delivery, access to, and viewing of messages by the right
people in the right place even under the most severe and
challenging conditions. The platform supports a vast number of
users and devices, across many countries and entities around
the world.

The Challenge

•
•
•

The Solution

Increase the efficiency of existing API’s
while expanding application
functionality
Keep costs down as user-base grows
Ensure reliable application
performance

•
•
•

Utilize Lambda functions to provide all
compute scaling
Establish an Elasticache framework
running Redis
Set up new API Gateway for
environment

“SenecaGlobal worked with us to expertly leverage the tremendous power, security and
reliability of AWS. We look forward to continuing our strong relationship with them!”
-Al Sutherland, Founder, CEO and President of In-telligent LLC
In-telligent, SenecaGlobal, & AWS
In-telligent’s business necessitates reliable partners who can ensure its suite of applications remain online at the most
critical times – in emergency situations. In-telligent entrusts SenecaGlobal’s dedicated team to engineer born-in-the-cloud
applications. Additionally, SenecaGlobal manages and maintains In-telligent’s ever-expanding AWS environment.
SenecaGlobal enjoys a deep partnership with AWS, allowing it to leverage a scalable, reliable infrastructure to bring the
power and security of the cloud to clients like In-telligent.
To learn more about how AWS can help your business, please visit www.SenecaGlobal.com.
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